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5. Classification
Ownership of Property

(Check as many boxes as apply.)

x

private
public - Local
public - State
public - Federal

Category of Property
(Check only one box.)

x building(s)
district
site
structure
object

Number of Resources within Property

(Do not include previously listed resources in the count.)

Contributing

1
1
0
1
3

Noncontributing

0
0
0
0
0

buildings
site
structure
object

Total

Number of contributing resources previously
listed in the National Register

N/A
6. Function or Use
Historic Functions

(Enter categories from instructions.)

GOVERNMENT: Government Office

7. Description
Architectural Classification
(Enter categories from instructions.)

MODERN MOVEMENT: Post-Modern

Current Functions

(Enter categories from instructions.)

GOVERNMENT: Government Office

Materials

(Enter categories from instructions.)

f oundation: CONCRETE
walls: GLASS

METAL

roof : GLASS/METAL
other:
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Narrative Description

(Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property. Describe contributing and noncontributing resources if
applicable. Begin with a summary paragraph that briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as its location, type, style,
method of construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has historic integrity).

Summary Paragraph
The James R. Thompson Center is an asymmetrical, seventeen-story glass and steel-framed structure with a curving
stepped façade and a squared-off back located Chicago’s Loop. Previously known as the State of Illinois Center between
1985 and 1993, it was completed in 1985 as an office building for State employees and services. With its reflection of a
classical rotunda; abstracted red, white, and blue palate; and public plaza, the Thompson Center combines themes from
past architectural styles to embody ideals such as government transparency and civic participation. The building occupies
a full square block and establishes relationships between adjacent city and county government buildings in the North
Loop. The public plaza is an extension of the materials and program within the building, while the monumental public
sculpture, Jean Dubuffett’s “Monument to Standing Beast” stands at the center. The exterior of the building is separated
into vertical layers and clad in a glass curtain wall, while entrances across the plaza are located within a curved loggia. The
building is topped with a diagonally sliced cylinder evoking a dome. Inside, the building has a sixteen story interior
atrium, with a glass, south-facing front, and two rectangular elevator towers and open office floors at the rear. There is a
raised retail arcade one level above the atrium. The lower level, open to the atrium at the center, houses a food court,
auditorium, and additional government offices, and connects to the underground Pedway system. A portion of the
Thompson Center is devoted to the multilevel Clark/Lake CTA station. Interior alterations include the replacement of the
open truss escalators, while exterior alterations extend to the removal of mock columns clad in granite. Contributed
resources include the James R. Thompson Center, the public plaza, and the “Monument to Standing Beast” sculpture.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Narrative Description

Completed in 1985 by the Chicago-based firm Murphy/Jahn, led by Helmut Jahn, FAIA, the James R. Thompson Center’s
design borrows from and combines themes from past architectural styles to embody ideals such as government
transparency and civic participation. The Thompson Center references other prominent civic buildings through its
reflection of a classical rotunda; patriotism through its abstracted red, white and blue color palate; and the relationship
between citizenship and commerce through its multi level retail arcade. The building is widely considered by architecture
critics, historic preservationists, and planning professionals to be the greatest example of postmodern architecture in
Chicago.
Perhaps best known for its mélange of blues and pinks throughout the exterior and interior of the structure, the steel and
glass building features colors in varying shades—from richer tones at the street level to light pastels as the building’s
exterior climbs higher in elevation—and an ornamental marble and terrazzo floor inside the main atrium. Other
prominent interior features include its seventeen-story open atrium, food court, balconied office floors, and two banks of
six glass elevators underneath a glass paneled cloche with exposed structural elements.
The Thompson Center’s sprawling open interior and multi-story arcade transitions through a curving glass facade into an
open public plaza with the rectilinear street grid maintained by a colonnade. Within this plaza is a large-scale public
sculpture, “Monument to Standing Beast,” (1984) by French artist Jean Dubuffet. Meanwhile, the building’s northern
elevation is anchored by a tri-level transit station servicing both elevated and subterranean rail systems operated by the
Chicago Transit Authority. The Thompson Center is surrounded by the tall, densely built urban development of Chicago’s
Loop district, and is located within a cluster of other governmental buildings, including properties owned and occupied by
city, county, and federal government branches.
Having received little to no investment or capital improvements—only integral maintenance and upkeep—over the last
several decades, the Thompson Center maintains a high level of historic integrity, with the only exterior changes being
3
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the removal of the rectilinear granite cladding the colonnade intended to abstractly maintain the street grid. Interior
escalators, once exposing their returning stairs and mechanicals, have been covered with flat metal panels. Much of the
original artwork purchased by the state for display in the building remains in office levels, though the pieces once on
display within the Illinois State Museum’s outpost in the Thompson Center are believed to be in storage.
Setting
Occupying an entire downtown block, the James R. Thompson Center is nestled within Chicago’s unofficially designated
government district: an area of the North Loop which contains some of the city’s most architecturally significant
structures in terms of leading-edge design and engineering prowess,sites of state, county, and municipal government
business. Opposite of the Thompson Center’s sloping façade on Randolph Street is the muscular 10-story Classical Revival
style building which houses both Chicago’s City Hall and some operations of Cook County. See Figure 7.
Designed by the historic firm Holabird & Roche, pioneering architects who are best known for their contribution to a
style and design ethos which would later be declared as the “Chicago School,” the City Hall-County Building was
constructed in phases: the county side being completed in 1908 while worked wrapped up on the municipal side in 1911.
Representative of the Classical Revival movement, which dominated the architecture of government buildings from the
nation’s beginnings through the late 19th century, the monumental design was likely heavily influenced and inspired by
the buildings of the World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893 and its famous “White City.”
Due southeast of the Thompson Center at 50 W. Washington Street is the Richard J. Daley Center (C.F. Murphy &
Associates, 1965), a modernist high-rise. Standing at 30 stories in height, the brooding Cor-Ten steel structure is highly
derivative of the minimalist style innovated by Mies van der Rohe. Originally known as the Chicago Civic Center, the
building is noted for its expansive public plaza, Daley Plaza, which is anchored by a 50-foot-tall, untitled sculpture
designed by Pablo Picasso and constructed out of similar Cor-Ten steel. Though officially untitled, the prominent
sculpture, which was unveiled in 1967 to a lukewarm public reception, is colloquially referred to as “The Picasso” by
Chicago residents.
Across LaSalle Street to the Thompson Center’s southwestern corner is the Michael B. Bilandic Building (Burnham
Brothers, 1920), the previous location of Illinois state offices and operations in Chicago and original “State of Illinois
Building.” The 21-story structure blends elements of Beaux Arts classicism, Chicago School verticality and Art Deco bulk.
The Bilandic Building has served as an annex to the Thompson Center since the latter’s opening in 1985. Between 1989
and 1992, the Bilandic Building received an extensive overhaul, which in addition to improvements to mechanicals, also
saw the creation of new floor area via a glassy addition in the open space between the original building’s two opposing
wings.
Various other commercial structures within the vicinity of the Thompson Center house businesses that relate to city,
county or federal government or serve workers. These include buildings of varying styles and ages, but also include a
concentration of postmodern structures, including The Grant Thornton Tower (Kohn Pedersen Fox, 1990) to the
Thompson Center’s immediate east, located at 171 North Clark Street, the 30-story 200 N. LaSalle Street (Perkins & Will,
1984), 203 North LaSalle Street (Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, 1985) and the distinctive Grecian-inspired postmodern
aesthetic of 77 West Wacker (Ricardo Bofill Taller de Architectura, 1992). See Figure 8.
The Thompson Center’s northern boundary, Lake Street, is dominated by the eastbound/westbound elevated tracks that
are located above vehicular traffic, comprising a portion of Chicago’s public transit system, known colloquially as the “L,”
with a station stop, Clark/Lake, connecting from the exterior of the second level of the Thompson Center.
P ublic Plaza and “Monument to Standing Beast”
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The southeast corner of the James R. Thompson Center site is dedicated as an outdoor, open air, public plaza. The plaza’s
footprint is triangular in shape, with the hypotenuse following the curvature of the building’s exterior. See Figure 3.
Running along Randolph Street within the plaza is a raised planter bed enclosed in polished granite, with a similar bed
located on the northern end of the plaza. Staggered around the plaza’s edge are a series of columns of uneven height at the
lot line (see the discussion on alterations for more information). The plaza is divided and secured by square polished
granite planters and metal bollards. The surface of the plaza floor is granite, with a curved pattern that originates inside
the building and radiates out to the corner of the lot line via contrasting bands and rays of stone, with the rays accented by
marble. The pattern of the granite on the surface of the plaza also follows the pattern of the building vertically, as the lines
carry up onto the loggia and further up the building. The public plaza is a contributing resource. See Photo 1, Figure 3 and
P hoto 4.
“Monument to Standing Beast” is a monumental public sculpture by French artist Jean Dubuffet that is located at the
center of the public plaza. The sculpture was completed and formally unveiled at the site of the then-State of Illinois
Center on November 28, 1984. 1 Standing at twenty-nine feet in height, the ten-ton sculpture is composed of polystyrene
maquette over a stainless-steel armature. The sculpture began as a cycle of works in 1962 by Dubuffet, with the model
made in 1969. Selected by a Chicago-based team of stakeholders, including lead architect Helmut Jahn and Leonard
Horwich, the collector and patron in whose memory “Beast” is dedicated, the sculpture has four components, named “The
Bush,” “The Beast,” “The Cathedral 2,” as well as an untitled section. The grotto-like sculpture allows a degree of
participation, as it is often experienced by being entered by the user/viewer, with the structure allowing for perforated
views of the Thompson Center as well as the surrounding cityscape. Over time, “Monument to Standing Beast” has been
given the colloquial name “Snoopy in a Blender” by Chicagoans due to its appearance as a mangled abstraction of Snoopy,
the fictional beagle from Charles M. Schulz’s comic strip “Peanuts”. The origin of this colloquial name is unknown.
“Monument to Standing Beast” is a contributing resource. See Photo 2.
E xterior Description
The James R. Thompson Center is an asymmetrical, stepped structure composed of glass and steel. The structure is
1,150,000 gross square feet (GSF) with three typical floor sizes across floors 2 to 6, floors 7 to 11, and floors 12 through 16.
The building is seventeen stories above grade, with its uppermost level dedicated as a double-height mechanical floor.
Below grade, the structure expands beyond the footprint of the building, containing a full concourse level that extends to
the edges of the lot line which connects to the subway and to other civic and commercial structures via an underground
pedway system. Aboveground, the structure’s bulk is primarily gathered on the northwest corner of the block and consists
of five different exterior components. See Photo 1 and Figure 7.
The body of the structure is a glass curtain wall, stacked three layers thick, with the mullions and variations of insulated
vision glass and the opaque spandrel glass creating the distinctive grid pattern that encompasses the building. Each of these
layers decreases in size as the building rises, creating an overall shape that, with the broadness of the portions of the
structure that meets the ground, and the narrowness of the top layers, bears a resemblance to a horse’s hoof. This radical
abstraction of the modernist curtainwall is sandwiched between a loggia below and a cylindrical skylight that has been
sliced at an angle above, with step backs placed at each of the layers as they move upward, with the roof stepped back atop
a two-story mechanical floor. See Photo 1, Photo 5 and Figure 7.
The Thompson Center’s primary entrance is located out from the angle created by the building’s northwest
position/southeast primary elevation on the block, beneath a curved loggia cut from the building’s exterior footprint that
runs from the building’s southwest lot line at LaSalle Street and Randolph Streets facing the plaza, to the approximate
halfway point between Randolph Street and Lake Street, on Clark Street. See Photo 2, Photo 4 and Photo 8. There, the
1
2

“‘Beast” fits well in the Loop.” Chicago Tribune, 29 November 1984.
IBID.
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loggia continues to Lake Street along the street grid, where it then terminates at the lot line. The building keeps tight to
the street line and urban verticality at its Lake Street façade, with the loggia then picked up again at the building’s
northwest corner, at Clark Street and LaSalle. The loggia overall is clad in the same rectangular glass panels that are seen
on the curtain wall, with alternating vertical and horizontal patterns of opaque pink and clear glass running up the
building’s first floor elevation and framing geometric fields of plate glass as well as entrances into the building’s atrium and
the first-floor commercial spaces. The ceiling of the loggia is angled upward, and terminates at a horizontal soffit,
supported by cylindrical columns in hues of pink, from crimson to bubble-gum. The soffit is dressed in a grid in grey and
white that responds to the movement of the loggia around the building and the columns that meet it. Columns are dressed
facing towards the structure’s plaza with glass panels in crimson and creamy white. See Photo 4.
The Thompson Center’s western (LaSalle Street) entrance is centralized within the facade and is located within a threestory stepped recess in hues of pink that become lighter in shade as they rise from where the structure meets the ground to
the highest points of the recess. Within the recess is an expression of the building’s exposed structure. Four cylindrical
columns inside the recess support a grid above, composed of square horizontal steel beams. The ceiling of the recess is
dressed in a pink grid. The building is entered on LaSalle via a set of revolving doors within a plate glass wall with steel
mullions. The treatment of the northern (Lake Street) façade is similar to the western facade but features a shallower
recess. Four cylindrical columns with horizontal bands in graduated pink flank the entryway, while a rectangular steel and
glass skyway connects the second story of the structure to the elevated train platform of the Clark/Lake CTA station. The
building is entered here via a revolving door within a glass curtain wall. Like the LaSalle Street entrance, the ceiling of the
recessed area is dressed in a pink grid. Horizontal lines of rectangular glass panels in crimson run across the Lake Street
façade. See Photo 3 and Figure 5.
Each of the three horizontal stepped layers of glass curtain wall connect the exterior plaza to the interior via the
distinctive pattern of glass panels. On the curved (primary) facade, the volume of the “broken donut” that is the interior
atrium is expressed via three vertical fields of clear glass, with their verticality further emphasized by vertical bands of
blue-toned glass panels. Clear and blue glass panels alternate, a pattern that wraps around the stepped layers of glass from
the curved facades to the secondary facades. The location of the building’s western and northern entrances are indicated
on the body of the building via a “V” shape created by alternately toned glass panels that widens as the building reaches
skyward. See Photo 1.
The top of the Thompson Center is capped with a cylinder clad in glass that is flush to the roof of the curved facade. On
the cylinder, the glass panels are set out in a grid similar to layers below. Rising from the rear of the structure’s roof, the
cylinder is bisected sharply towards the southwest, revealing the same glass paneled reflective and opaque glass grid on the
cut side of the cylinder. See Figure 7.
I nterior Description
The interior of the Thompson center is divided into distinct areas and volumes—from the primary entrance, the building’s
dramatic sixteen-story atrium is experienced first, with the elevator towers located towards the back of the voluminous
space, while office floors follow the exterior edge of the building located within this atrium. See Photo 7. Each upper
office level is expressed via a balcony within the circular area of the atrium, and as a recess within the angled plaza facing
a sky blue and salmon pink glass wall with stepped recesses. A series of floating “convenience stairways” connect adjacent
floors with one another, allowing office workers quick access to close by offices without having to utilize elevators. See
P hoto 6. The exterior layers of curtain wall glass are expressed as an angled wall of clear glass and structural steel which
prominently displays both Daley Plaza and the City/County Building to the viewer. See Photo 8. Located at the very top of
the building, the half-cut cylinder on the roof caps the atrium space in an abstraction of a dome. See Photo 7 and Photo 8.
The structure transitions smoothly from the exterior to the interior, partially via the surface of the granite plaza extending
inside the building. Inside, the granite flooring is highly polished, with the pattern radiating out from the center of the
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interior atrium and spilling into the circular recess of the food court below. See Photo 20. The atrium is sixteen stories tall
and appears similar to the shape of a keyhole in plan, with the center of the atrium dominated by two asymmetrical
rectangular elevator towers clad in highly reflective smoky plate glass. The plate glass is hung on these elevator towers in
the style of a curtain wall, with asymmetrical recesses within the plate glass wall, and the first and top floors dressed by a
keystone inset. The recesses reveal elements of the steel structure that supports the elevators, with the steel within dressed
in vermillion. Both elevator towers service three elevators, with the elevators hung on the outside of each tower with
access to each tower via the inside. Each elevator shaft has a glass basket with stainless steel bottom and curved glass top.
The structural and mechanical aspects of the elevator are visible from the outside of the towers, including the vertical
elevator tracks, cables and doors at each floor. A structural sculpture of grey steel, titled “Bridgeport,” designed by John
Raymond Henry, has sat at the foot of the atrium since 1985. Photo 7, Photo 10 and Photo 20.
The lower level, largely occupied by an expansive food court, as well as a 600-seat, 7,500-square-foot auditorium and
Illinois Secretary of State facility, is connected to Chicago’s underground pedway system and features access to the CTA’s
Clark/Lake station. The transit station, one of the busiest in the CTA’s network of rail connections, can be reached by
pedestrians via one of the tower’s elevators, an escalator located just beyond the entryway off the plaza, or through
revolving doors at the street-level on Lake Street. From the building’s main open atrium space, a recess provides space for
up and down escalators, revealing the lower floor spaces and an indoor planter beneath the escalators. This planter space
under the primary escalators was previously a water feature and fountain. A second set of escalators accessed from Lake
Street also connects pedestrians to the below-ground transit station and food court shops. The stores and features of the
food court radiate out from the center of the cutout, located at the center of the building and directly below the volume
that is created by the cylinder on the structure’s roof. See Figure 6 and Photo 13.
The floor of this space is granite and dressed by a distinctive black and white roulette curve approximating a Fibonacci
spiral. Out of this spiral comes an ornamental geometric pattern of terrazzo and marble that radiates out from the food
court, jumps a floor vertically and into the atrium, and out from the atrium, beneath the loggia, and into the public plaza,
terminating at the lot line. The geometric flower-like shape harkens to the plaza atop the Capitoline Hill (Piazza Del
Campidoglio) in Rome, designed by Michaelangelo in the 16th century but unbuilt until 1940, when it was realized by
Mussolini along with numerous other projects in Rome and Italy intended to represent links between earlier periods and
the new fascist political ideology and government regime. See Photo 11 and Photo 20.
A semicircular mezzanine-level walkway, accessed by an up escalator to the right of the primary entrance and a down
escalator to the left of the primary entrance, follows the curve of the interior facade. The floor of the walkway, like all
levels above the first floor, is finished in short-pile blue carpet. At the CTA station and Lake Street entrance and again at
the LaSalle Street entrance, the walkway becomes a bridge with views into each multi-level entryway. Several retail,
cultural, and office suites on the second floor are accessed via the mezzanine level, including a space that served the
Illinois State Museum until 2015. See Figure 6.
Within the lower floor, thick circular columns encircle and support the cutout that reveals the atrium above. These
columns are divided lengthwise by vermillion and robin’s egg blue, bottom to top. The food court is circular, with
commercial tenant spaces on the edges of the circle. Access to the tenant spaces is located via corridors behind the spaces.
Each restaurant tenant space has its own customer window, with wall surfaces between wrapped in rectangular glass
panels in verticals of vermillion and sky blue, with some vertical fields of reflective glass. This “stripe” continues upwards
to the second floor of the building, where opaque panels of salmon colored glass form a square “arch” around double
height entrances to retail spaces and office suites. Above the second floor the sky blue “stripe” continues against a
background of mirrored panels with inset balconies expressed as long horizontal openings at each floor. A convenience
stair beginning at the third floor and proceeding to the 16th floor is hung in the atrium, outboard of the interior facade, by
steel tubes aligned with the stripes of sky-blue glass panels. The stairs are broken into three tiers of five, four, and five
flights, with the lowest tier flanking the elevator shafts and each higher tier moving progressively closer to the atrium’s
glass (Southeast) facade. The stairs, associated landings and balconies, and support tubes are all painted vermillion. See
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P hoto 16. The treads of the stairs are painted vermillion and have open risers, while the floors of the landings and
outboard balconies are painted white and feature a waffle pattern. See Photo 9.
On the lower floors, the commercial areas are flanked by steel columns in vermillion that rise above the food court
ceilings within recesses that reach into the first-floor atrium and continue up past the second-floor mezzanine. See Figure
6 and Photo 11. These columns terminate just below the third floor with two glass globes atop a horizontal bar of steel.
This feature resembles and functions much like a tall streetlight or a moon tower, as they are illuminated at night. At the
rear of the space approaching the elevator core there is a small gap between the termination of the columns and the lower
end of the hanging supports for the atrium convenience stairs.
Passageways to the Northeast connect the atrium to the CTA station and restrooms via an arcade of retail spaces. Behind
the escalator recess is the auditorium, accessed via one of two sets of polished steel doors. See Photo 14. To the left (east) is
an entrance to the underground pedway leading to the adjacent office tower at 161 N. Clark Street. To the right (south) is
a similar passage leading past offices of the Illinois Secretary of State (colloquially referred to as the DMV) and the Illinois
Department of Revenue to a Pedway passage connection to the City County Building. See Photo 12. This passage leads
pedestrians through an interior route to Blue Line and Red Line CTA subway stations and other buildings in the Loop.
The design motifs within the spaces owned and managed by the CTA within the building follow the same themes as the
body of the building, including granite floors that follow the patterns within, opaque glass panels and matching colors. See
P hoto 13.
The upper level floor plates vary in size and layout with the tapering form of the building. They include office suites,
open-plan offices, conference rooms, and other facilities for government administration. Throughout, many original
fixtures, finishes, and furniture remain in place, including works that are a part of the “Illinois Collection.” Most areas
feature original gray-blue low-pile carpeting and are lit by fluorescent fixtures fit in hung acoustical ceiling panels. See
P hoto 10, Photo 11 and Photo 14.
The multilevel Clark/Lake CTA Station is embedded in the general mass of the Thompson Center in the midblock of the
Lake Street (North) facade. Connecting underground Blue Line trains with Loop elevated trains, the station occupies three
floors and is connected vertically by a separate elevator, stair and escalators. See Photo 3.
Alterations
In 1998, the State of Illinois replaced the four original interior escalators, which previously featured open trusses and side
paneling, exposing the escalator mechanicals, with newer, closed-truss models. 3 See Figure 6. Examples of the original
escalators are located within the CTA station. A low height wall was constructed along the lower portion of the sloped
roof, along with heating tables, to collect and melt snow before it slid down the sloped southeast facing wall. 4 Planters and
bollards were installed outside in 2000, intended to make the structure safer after an incident in 1999 in which a car was
driven through the building’s doors. See Photo 1, Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 6.
The lower floors of the exterior of the structure wrapping the west (LaSalle Street) facade, the corners of the plaza facing
curve, and the east (Clark Street) facade were originally clad in panels of pink and grey granite, with this theme repeated
on a series of mock columns lining the outside of the plaza. In August of 2009, a panel located near the commercial space
at Lake Street and Clark Street fell to the ground, leading to an emergency analysis of all of the panels lining the arcade
and columns. This analysis, conducted by Thornton Tomasetti, determined that the structural steel on the mock columns
as well as on the building’s arcade supporting the granite panels, weighing between 200 and 600 pounds each, were
Grumman, Cornelia. “Raindrops keep falling on state workers’ heads.” Chicago
Tribune,16 June 1998.
4
IBID.
3
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corroded and presented a safety hazard. Seven were determined unstable while others were wrapped in bands of stainless
steel. 5 While initial plans called to repair the damage and replace the granite, the Capital Development Board removed all
of the granite panels in October 2009, covering portions of the soffit now exposed on the east and west elevations with a
white tensile material 6. The metal structures supporting the granite were removed in 2010. See Figure 3, Figure 4 and
Figure 5.
Deferred maintenance, ongoing deterioration and removal of granite columns
The James R. Thompson Center began to gain the attention of preservationists in August 2009, when one of the granite
panels weighing approximately 600 pounds fell off the facade near the corner of Clark Street and Lake Streets. 7 The pink
and grey granite panels that provided a decorative element to clad the exterior arcade and covered the mock columns had
begun to experience corrosion, and many were secured with steel bands. Studies were conducted by Thornton Tomasetti
to determine what caused this material failure and to repair them, but the Capital Development Board ultimately decided
to remove all 1,000 granite panels in October of that year, at a cost of $1 million dollars.

Kamin, Blair. “State opts to shed the granite.” Chicago Tribune, 15 October 2009.
“James R Thompson Center statement of significance, 10.20.2009- reviewed.pdf.”
Provided by the Illinois Department of National Resources via FOIA request, 7
November 2019.
5
6

7

Kamin, Blair. “State opts to shed the granite.” Chicago Tribune, 15 October 2009.
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8. Statement of Significance
Applicable National Register Criteria

(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property
for National Register listing.)

A
B

x C

D

Property is associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our
history.
Property is associated with the lives of persons significant
in our past.

Property embodies the distinctive characteristics
of a type, period, or method of construction or
represents the work of a master, or possesses high
artistic values, or represents a significant
and distinguishable entity whose components lack
individual distinction.
Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history.

Criteria Considerations

(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.)

Property is:
A

x

Owned by a religious institution or used for religious
purposes.

B

removed from its original location.

C

a birthplace or grave.

D

a cemetery.

E

a reconstructed building, object, or structure.

F

a commemorative property.

G

less than 50 years old or achieving significance
within the past 50 years.
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Significant Person

(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.)

N/A

Cultural Affiliation (if applicable)

N/A

Period of Significance

1985

Significant Dates

N/A

Architect/Builder

Helmut Jahn (C.F. Murphy Associates, Inc.
[Murphy/Jahn], Architect
Morse/Diesel, Inc of Illinois, Construction
Management
Vickery/Overset/Awsumb Associates, Inc.,
Space Planner/Interior Design
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Statement of Significance (Provide a summary paragraph that includes level of significance, applicable criteria, justification for the period of
significance, and any applicable criteria considerations).

Summary Paragraph
The James R. Thompson Center, originally named the State of Illinois Center, is an exceptional example of postmodern
architecture within the City of Chicago, significant under National Register of Historic Places Criterion C; Architecture, as a
work of distinctive architecture and construction. The Thompson Center applies novel aesthetic and technological solutions to
complex architectural and urban challenges. Its ambitious design goals: governmental transparency; civic participation; and
commerce; are fully realized in its use patterns of government services and bureaucracy; popular protest; and revitalization of the
North Loop neighborhood. Former Governor James R. Thompson led the process to hire Helmut Jahn as architect, resulting in
the apex of Jahn’s ‘personal brand’, and the growth of his international reputation for designs that were both stylish and
innovative. Critical reception, driven by coverage of the Thompson Center in local and national outlets, informed the public
perception of the building’s design and functionality. As the most exceptional example of postmodernism in Chicago, a
movement that had a transformative effect on design of all scales, the Thompson Center set new expectations for what the style
could achieve.
While the Thompson Center does not meet the so-called 50-year age guideline generally required for a structure to achieve
significance, the building meets the requirements of Criteria Consideration G because of its exceptional importance as one of the
most salient expressions of postmodernism as a fully-fledged architectural style, coming off of the modernist era and disrupting
its theories. The Thompson Center was determined eligible for the National Register of Historic Places “in the mid 1990s” by the
Illinois State Historic Preservation Agency.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one paragraph for each area of significance.)

The Design of the James R. Thompson Center
The history of the James R. Thompson Center begins in the mid-1970s, as the city of Chicago sought new opportunities for
redevelopment and revitalization of the North Loop portion of its downtown district after a protracted period of socioeconomic
transition which left this section of the central business district blighted. In 1973, Chicago’s Department of Planning, City and
Community Development released a plan to revitalize a seven-block, 28-acre section of the north Loop, proposing that half of
the buildings within this area to be demolished, as many were considered “nondescript” “deteriorating” or “marginal,” including
the site that was to become the location of the future State of Illinois Center. 8
Meanwhile, Chicago’s State Street, a preeminent and historically significant commercial corridor and home to legacy merchants
Marshall Field & Company, Carson Pirie Scott, and others, had implemented a new urban planning concept by closing the
roadway between Wacker Drive to the north and Congress Street to the south to vehicular traffic in 1979, a move inspired by
suburban shopping centers and the success of Michigan Avenue’s “Magnificent Mile” shopping district north of the Chicago
8

“City Plans North Loop Razing, Renewal.” Chicago Tribune, 20 July 1978.
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River. 9 City planners had determined that multiple blocks in the area, particularly ones containing mid-sized commercial
buildings dating from the late 19th century, were increasingly blighted and detrimental to the North Loop’s overall appearance
and marketability.
By establishing a new tax increment financing (TIF) district 10 and through the use of its eminent domain authority to acquire the
full-block site bounded by Randolph, Clark, Lake, and LaSalle streets, the city of Chicago ultimately obtained and subsequently
sold the parcel to the State of Illinois for $20 million dollars in 1980.11 Meanwhile, then-governor James R. Thomson began to
float the prospect of moving the state’s offices and operations in Chicago from the then State of Illinois Building, now the
Michael A. Bilandic Building, at 160 North LaSalle Street, into a proposed structure for the site. The fundamental argument and
justification for this move was that the existing state of Illinois building was “inefficient and outdated” for the state’s needs.
The City of Chicago demolished four structures on the block that would create the path for construction of the James R.
Thompson Center, including the Sherman House Hotel (the fifth iteration, which closed in 1973 and was left vacant with the
exception of a few street-level storefronts), the smaller Astor Hotel, the LaSalle Plaza Garage, and a Clark & Barlow Hardware
store that had been in operation for a century. 12 The Sherman House Hotel and the Clark & Barlow Hardware were not without
their own calls for preservation from the public. Around this time, the Chicago Landmarks Division was moving to protect
works in the city’s neighborhoods, such as Schurz High School in Old Irving Park, the Rosehill Cemetery Entrance in Lincoln
Square, the Roloson Houses in Douglas, but ultimately omitted the Loop in terms of local designation. 13
Selection of the architect and Jim Thompson’s role
In 1975, the State of Illinois faced a shortage of office space in Chicago. The State’s Capital Development Board passed a
resolution in 1975 authorizing a search for sites for a new office building that would serve as a catalyst for private development,
create well-used public spaces; allow multiple activities and night use; and have a strong positive identity. 14
From the beginning of the effort, Governor Thompson took a personal role in directing the project's contracting and
coordination. Under a program launched by Governor Thompson, contracts representing 19 percent of the total dollar value of
the project were awarded to minority owned businesses and minority and female workers accounted for 48 percent of the
project’s total work hours. Thompson also signed the State’s 1977 “Art in Architecture” law, mandating that one half of one
percent of the total budget for any new state building be set aside to purchase art for that building, thus leading the Thompson
Center to eventually open with a collection, referred to as the “Illinois Collection” of art by Illinois artists; including 18 specially
commissioned pieces and numerous other works selected through a state-wide competition. 15
Helmut Jahn credited Thompson, a former prosecutor, for negotiating with contractors to reduce costs of the building’s curtain
wall from $75 to $30 million. 16 Governor Thompson also personally selected the building’s architect and identified the schematic
design of the building from three options presented by the design team. 17

Knott, Andy. “Past fades away under facelift.” Chicago Tribune, 28 October 1979.
Gapp, Paul and Ziemba, Stanley. “Asks funds to rebuild 7 blocks.” Chicago Tribune, 30
July 1978.
11
Enstad, Robert. “Cost of new state offices rises.” Chicago Tribune, 4 November 1981.
12
Sebastian, Pam. “Sherman House dies hard.” Chicago Tribune, 20 April 1980.
13
City of Chicago Landmarks Division. Www.
webapps1.chicago.gov/landmarksweb/web/listings.htm. Accessed 19 April 2020.
14
Capital Development Board, State of Illinois. “Background on the State of Illinois
Center,” March 1985.
15
IBID.
16
Oral History of Helmut Jahn, Interviewed by Donna Robertson and Hamza Walker, Ryerson
and Burnham Libraries, The Art Institute of Chicago, 2014. p44.
17
Klose, Kevin. “Illinois Building Stands Convention on Its Ear.” Washington Post, 8 April
1985.
9
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P resentation and critical reception of the building
At the time of its construction, the Illinois Capital Development Board described the James R. Thompson Center in terms that
highlighted its role as “a well-used and truly public facility” that would both symbolize and function as a space for open
government modeled on the “lively activity of many European village squares and America’s big city plazas in the summer.” To
make such uses possible year-round Jahn, “put [the building’s] plaza indoors, under glass.”18
The building was immediately popular when it opened, drawing both nationwide published critical responses and large crowds
from an inquisitive public. “The locals are calling it the spaceship and the ‘Star Wars’ building,” wrote critic Paul Goldberger in
the New York Times in 1985. “When it was dedicated a few weeks ago, the atrium was draped with a huge banner reading ‘A
Building for Year 2000,’ and since then the crowds have come to gawk as they have not at any new building in downtown
Chicago in years.” 19 And yet, from its opening the Thompson Center elicited strong reactions and faced critique over its
aesthetics, funding, and functionality. Often, these critiques directly contradicted the presentation of the building by the state
and the architect.
This notion of the perceived aesthetic successes and failures of the state-owned structure was further explored by journalist
Richard Lacayo in an article titled “The Battle of Starship Chicago” published by TIME magazine for its February 4, 1985 issue,
with the writer declaring that the future-forward building “has transcended the two styles that dress most government
structures: neoclassicism, with its air judicious civic doings, and modernism, with its sober grids that speak of rectitude and
rationality” while simultaneously describing the building's pink and blue motif as “tacky-looking” and its overall appearance as a
“civic structure that looks like a bit like a celestial sports arena.”20 When asked to comment on criticisms of the building’s
appearance and choice of interior finishes and color schemes, Jahn responded to Lacayo with an air of defiance, claiming that the
Thompson Center was, “the type of building that takes time to digest and to understand.” Believing that the Thompson Center
would become a future landmark, Jahn retorted, saying, “Just wait 20 years, someone will try to replace the blue panels, and it
won’t be allowed.”
Jahn’s profile on the national stage would continue to grow in the following months, gaining a front-cover feature in GQ
magazine in May 1985. David Breskin, the reporter who wrote the piece, titled “The Master Builder,” described the building as “a
daring future shock, all state-of-the-art, and (here’s the rub) art of the state,” and “a twenty-first-century crystal palace of
robin’s-egg-blue and salmon-pink and silver glass, reflecting mirrors, seventeen-story atrium, [with a] heroic public space.” 21
Still, Breskin did not hesitate to point out the perceived contradiction of what was viewed by some as a conservative governor’s
vanity project. “This is a stone-cold Republican talking, mind you, a conservative get-the-government-off-your-backs politico,
and here he is, embracing a radically weird state-financed building, staking his claim as a papa of postmodernism,” Breskin
wrote.
In a 1985 column for the Chicago Tribune, architecture critic Paul Gapp declared the-then new structure as “the most cerebral,
the most abstract, yet easily the most spectacular building ever constructed in the [Chicago] Loop,” but also described the
building as ugly and predicted it would soon pass out of fashion, calling it “chunky wedge of little grace or elegance.” 22 Critiques
of the building’s costs were even more biting. “We wonder if Illinois Governor ‘Big Jim’ Thompson gave taxpayers even the
slightest thought last November as he finally moved into his nice new office (which includes a private elevator, kitchen, bath
with shower and bulletproof glass walls),” wrote Philip Schreine in Building Design and Construction, in March, 1985. “He’ll
probably slough off the cost overruns with a shame-shame on the architect and contractor (who billed out over their bids).” 23
Capital Development Board, State of Illinois, in “Background on the State of Illinois
Center,” March 1985.
19
Goldberger, Paul. “Futuristic State Office Building Dazzles Chicago.” New York Times, 22
July 1985.
20
Lacayo, Richard. “The Battle of Starship Chicago.” TIME, 4 February 1985.
21
Breskin, David “The Master Builder.” GQ, May 1985.
22
Gapp, Paul, “Jahn’s Statement.” Chicago Tribune, 17 February 1985.
23
Schreiner, Philip. Building Design and Construction, March 1985.
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Jahn later clarified that the conception that the building was over budget was based on a decision by Governor Thompson to
only reveal the $85 million projected cost of the core and shell of the building. When its eventual $172 million total construction
cost figure, including interior fit out, was made public, this was widely perceived by a skeptical public as a budget overrun. 24
The State presented the building as one which encouraged openness in government, both from a symbolic and functional
perspective. “It is a building of openness and accessibility, to symbolize the openness and accessibility of government as it should
be conducted,” reads the State’s official 1985 marketing pamphlet, “Background on the State of Illinois Center.” 25 In contrast,
workers in the building complained that its irregular floor plates and open-floor plan offices, now ubiquitous but a then-novelty,
made navigating the work environment difficult. Reporter Kevin Close further described the programming of the floor plans for
Washington Post in 1986, writing that “the building’s odd shape has altered the maze of offices within each ring: some are
square, some rectangular, some combinations of square and curved. Some have narrow, pie-shaped corners, some have walls in
no particular shape. Depending upon one’s sense of direction, this can be exhilarating or merely confusing.” Close went on to
address the conflict between the building’s ambitions to facilitate an open government apparatus and the practices of those
working in it. “All such complaints pale in the face of one big gripe: Many offices don’t have doors. Even in a state where strong
sunshine laws can make shutting one a civic sin, bureaucrats don’t like to do without doors.” 26
The building’s inaugural year was plagued by ongoing issues and disruptions to its mechanical systems, many of which were
covered by local journalists. Miscalculations in the building’s cooling system caused interior temperatures in its first two
summers of operation to reach reported highs of 110 degrees, and impromptu shading devices were deployed in open offices to
mitigate glare from the light that poured into the south-facing atrium.27 Stains, caused by water leakage under the atrium’s
granite floor, continued to appear throughout the first year the building was open. 28 While these issues were eventually
addressed and mitigated, they have persisted in the public perception and lore of the building as inherently dysfunctional.
The Thompson Center has also received positive critical attention, particularly around its role as a public space, transportation
center, and commercial mall. The State had made the public component of the building key in its own literature: “Where else
can you meet a friend for a cup of coffee, enjoy a light snack or a full dinner, buy a suit, fill a prescription, visit an art gallery and
a state agency, renew your driver’s license, attend a concert and catch a train home,” asked a State Pamphlet, “all without ever
going outside?” 29
These uses were noted and affirmed by the public and highlighted in reviews of the complex. “The mere presence of a 16-story
atrium and a bunch of shops and eating places in a state office building turns it into a genuine public place,” wrote Goldberger in
1985. “The building has already begun to establish itself as a kind of covered town square. It is filled with tourists, with workers,
with Chicagoans who linger after doing business in state offices and with Chicagoans who are merely passing through its
cylindrical atrium as a convenient means of cutting across a block.” The Thompson Center even had a fan in Illinois Poet
Laureate Gwendolyn Brooks, who called the building “hard and bright and sassy with the seasons. 30”
Additionally, the ambitious project may have indeed served its purpose in helping spur continued development throughout the
Loop. A staggering 148 downtown new construction and renovation projects with a collected estimated value of $2.2 billion, or
Solomon, Jonathan D. “Helmut Jahn’s James R. Thompson Center and the Aesthetics of
Postmodern Citizenship.” Avery Review, 19 November 2016.
25
Capital Development Board, State of Illinois. “Background on the State of Illinois
Center,” March 1985.
26
Klose, Kevin. “Illinois Building Stands Convention on its Ear.” Washington Post, 8 April
1985.
27
Kamin, Blair. “Thompson Center to Shed the Granite.” Chicago Tribune, 15 October 2009.
28
Schneidman, Dave.v “State of Illinois Center sounds alarm so it won’t smell a rat.”
Chicago Tribune, 23 December 1985.
29
Capital Development Board, State of Illinois. “Background on the State of Illinois
Center,” March 1985.
30
Grumman, Cornelia. “Raindrops keep falling on state workers’ heads.” Chicago Tribune,16
June 1998.
24
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$5.2 billion in 2020 dollars, were completed between 1985 and 1986. 31 At the time, the mid-late 80s construction boom was
described as the “biggest continuous building boom in Chicago history,” ushering in not only dozens of new buildings
throughout the downtown core, but a bolstered property tax base and thousands of construction jobs. This fact was highlighted
by Chicago Tribune reporter Jeff Lyon, who in a January 18, 1987 Chicago Tribune article titled “Ego Building,” credited Jahn’s
projects around the Loop, including the Northwestern Atrium Center (now named Citigroup Center), the State of Illinois Center
(James R. Thompson Center), One South Wacker, the Chicago Board of Trade Annex and the Xerox Center, for “reshaping the
financial and civic areas of the loop.” And for his “bold, sometimes outrageous architectural vision” combined with his “canny
gift for showmanship and the irresistible sales pitch,” Lyon further added that Jahn “best epitomizes the architect of the mid1980s.”
Writing about the building’s legacy and state of disrepair in 2014, Chicago architecture critic Blair Kamin focused on the
building’s ongoing role as a transit hub and center of activity in the city. To Kamin, this was a result of both its planning and its
aesthetics “The building’s pronounced curves and spatial excitement dispensed with the boredom of the steel-and-glass box.
Instead of standing aloof from its urban surroundings, it engaged the city, linking with everything from the downtown pedway
system to the CTA’s Loop elevated tracks.” Kamin went on to praise the building’s publicity and openness. “It prized openness
long before ‘transparency’ became a buzzword. The row of granite columns framed the public space along the street and enclosed
the plaza…The atrium carried this public space inside the center…This was all done in 1979, when this idea of making the city
more accessible, a more pleasant place, wasn’t really on anybody’s mind…In many ways, the design was ahead of its time.” 32
Chicago Architecture Critic Lee Bey wrote in 2015, “The atrium is still a spectacular indoor space. The food court is active.
Workers and visitors launch the glassy elevators to reach the state offices in the 17-story building. There is sound. There is
life.” 33
Jahn’s career from expression of context and tradition through formal “abstraction” to experimentation with integrating new
technology in structure and building systems in “collaborative archi-neering.” 34 Architecturally, the James R. Thompson Center
is a product of both approaches, employing both formal abstraction (with an emphasis on thinness and surface) to reference
history and tradition, and new and experimental technologies deeply integrated into the building’s design and use.
The Thompson Center rejects the modern style and embraces classical ideals of civic unity and state power. In contrast to the
asymmetrical, universal, and corporate modernist government buildings of the period in Chicago and the United States, the
Thompson Center is filled with references to both history and place, specifically the domed design of capitals and government
buildings in the united states and the “European town square.” 35 The dome on the Thompson Center recalls the dome on the
Illinois State Capitol in Springfield (Cochrane and Garnsey, 1867), as well as that of Chicago’s Federal Building (Henry Ives
Cobb, built 1905, demolished 1965) demolished to make way for the modernist Federal Plaza. The tile pattern in the Thompson
Center’s central atrium similarly recalls the plaza in the Campidoglio in Rome, while the bold color scheme was meant as a pastel
take on red white and blue. The granite colonnade and other detailing, such as the large-scale keystone motif in the patterning of
the curtain wall above the west (LaSalle Street) entrance, contained references to classical detailing, while emphasizing thinness
over solidity.
At the same time, the Thompson Center pushed boundaries in materials and technology to represent the complexity and
contradiction of American life in the 1980s, with a focus on the evolving role of government in the lives of the individual. At a
surface level Jahn achieved this with a muted red, white, and blue color scheme. In layers of complexity, he took cues from
Lyon, Jeff. “Ego Building.” Chicago Tribune, 18 January 1987.
Kamin, Blair. “Chicago’s Thompson Center in Sad State.” Chicago Tribune, 14 August 2014.
33
Bey, Lee. “Save, Don’t Raze, the Thompson Center.” Better Government Association, 7
December 2015.
34
Oral History of Helmut Jahn, Interviewed by Donna Robertson and Hamza Walker, Ryerson
and Burnham Libraries, The Art Institute of Chicago, 2014. p3.
35
Capital Development Board, State of Illinois. “Background on the State of Illinois
Center,” March 1985.
31
32
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shopping mall design including an open atrium with a food court and water feature, mirrored and reflective surfaces, and
exposed elevators and escalators for an effect that architecture critic Paul Goldberger characterized as “hyperactive.”36 This
assessment reflected the writing of cultural theorist Frederick Jameson, who had a year earlier coined the term “postmodern
hyperspace” in describing the Westin Bonaventure Hotel in Los Angeles, designed that year by John Portman. 37 Where Jameson
saw in the Bonaventure a “carceral” space that resisted attempts at orientation; Goldberger described the Thompson Center by
writing “[I]t might be called architecture on amphetamines, a building that is so utterly relentless that it seems never to let you
go.” 38
Atriums, exposed circulation, and water features all had precedents in commercial interiors; suburban shopping malls and urban
department stores and vertical malls in Chicago specifically. While taking cues from these, the Thompson Center was also a
government building and civic space. It is the city of Chicago’s only vast civic interior of the period, equivalent in scale to the
Main Public Library, renovated as the Chicago Cultural Center in 1977 and the Harold Washington Library, completed in 1991.
Unlike either of these buildings, the Thompson Center situated government services in a publicly accessible interior that
includes an intermodal transit interchange and is permeated by multilevel retail mall. Writing in 2015, architect Jonathan
Solomon states that the Thompson Center “erases expected boundaries between interior and exterior and between building and
infrastructure, confounding easy delineations of public and private space. Rather than expressing state power, as one might
expect given its tenants, the building screens structures of government behind material and spatial spectacle.”39
P rotest and activism fulfills the Thompson Center’s design goals
Since it opened in 1985, the James R. Thompson Center has been Chicago’s front yard for protests and rallies, succeeding in
serving as both a symbolic and a tangible, physical space dedicated to peaceful assembly and direct political action. In Chicago,
protesting is legal on any publicly owned sidewalks or plaza, and is a first amendment right as well as a hallmark of American
political life. In this way three structures in the Loop (Richard J. Daley Plaza, the Thompson Center, and Federal Plaza) and their
corresponding art (the Picasso sculpture, “Monument to Standing Beast,” and Alexander Calder’s “Flamingo”) are significant
backdrops for peaceful assemblage for how distinctive and recognizable they are but also for what they each represent. The
Thompson Center’s plaza regularly witnesses gatherings of protesters seeking to voice their frustration of city, county, state,
federal and even international actions.
Name a movement or an action by Chicago, Cook County, the State of Illinois, the federal government, or even international
governments since the building was put into service to the people of Illinois, and it has been protested outside and even inside of
the Thompson Center. This is embedded into the history of the building but also serves to fulfill one of the Thompson Center’s
design goals: to express an ideal of open government. Community activists and elected officials have regularly taken to this
building to peacefully assemble. In 1986, nearly 1,000 people filed into the State of Illinois Building in support of ending
apartheid in South Africa. 40 In 1988, young people in Chicago gathered in front of Jean Dubuffet’s Monument With Standing
Beast to protest then-Governor James Thompson’s cuts to the state’s summer employment budget. 41 Protests were held in the
building during the Gulf War, in objection to the McCormick Place expansion plan in 1991, and to expand the rights of parents
who adopt children in 1994.In 2000, anti-poverty activists mounted a protest rally against Cook County’s denial of access to

Goldberger, Paul. “Futuristic State Office Building Dazzles Chicago.” New York Times, 22
July 1985.
37
Jameson, Fredrick “Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism.” New Left
Review 146 (July/ August 1984): pp53–92.
38
Goldberger,1985.
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Solomon, Johnathan D. “Helmut Jahn’s James R. Thompson Center and the Aesthetics of
Postmodern Citizenship.” Avery Review, 19 November 2016.
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“Botha defies plea by Reagan.” Chicago Tribune, 17 June 1986.
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Medicaid for low-income families. 42 In the fall of 2019, the Chicago Teachers Union used the James R. Thompson Center as a
central location during a district wide 11 day strike to reduce class sizes and increase the pay of educators.
Helmut Jahn background and significance
Helmut Jahn was born in Nuremberg, Germany on January 4, 1940. He attended the Munich Technische Hochschule, where
architectural studies focused on practical skills. After graduating in 1965 he worked for Munich architect P.C. von Seidlein, a
devotee of the work of Ludwig Meis van der Rohe. There, he met Dirk Lohan, Mies’s grandson, and Birgitta Peterhans, wife of
one of Mies’s colleagues at the Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT). At their urging, he applied for and won a Rotary Club
scholarship to attend IIT and relocated to Chicago. In 1966 he began working for Eugene Summers, and 1967, accepted a position
alongside Summers at C.F. Murphy Associates working on the Lakeside Center, now known as McCormick Place. 43
Charles Murphy Sr. founded Shaw, Naess & Murphy with Sigurd Naess and Alfred Shaw in 1936. All three had been mentees of
Ernest Graham at Graham, Anderson, Probst & White; and had been fired by Graham’s partners following his death that year.
When Richard J. Daley was elected Mayor of Chicago in 1955, he formed a relationship with Murphy, who like Murphy was
Irish and hailed from Bridgeport on the city’s South Side, that brought the firm many municipal commissions, including the
modernist Daley Plaza. Both Shaw and Naess had left the firm by 1959 and Murphy renamed the firm, which at this time
employed 450 people, for himself. By this time the firm had hired students of Mies van der Rohe from IIT, including Jacques
Brownson, and in 1967 Summers and Jahn. 44
Jahn’s role at C.F. Murphy Associates grew after Summers left in 1973. With greater attention to patronage at City Hall, the
firm’s municipal contracts dried up and the office shrank to 93 people. That year, Jahn was named Director of Planning and
Design, and took on a larger role in evolving both the firm’s business model and its house style, pursuing projects by new kinds
of clients such as speculative developers. This led to a series of commissions to design office buildings in Chicago. Jahn began the
design of the Xerox Center, his first high-rise, in 1977, and completed the building in 1980. In 1978 he received the commission
to design the expansion of the Chicago Board of Trade, completed in 1982, and in 1979 began the office tower at One South
Wacker, also completed in 1982. It was during this period that, in 1979, Jahn won the commission to design the James R
Thompson Center, then known as the State of Illinois Center. 45 The Thompson Center was more complex than Jahn’s earlier
projects: a government administration containing over a million square feet of office space, open to the public, and integrated
with both transit facilities and an urban shopping mall. Jahn’s solution to the design goals for the project, a full height, southfacing glass atrium, also created complex environmental issues that Jahn relied on building systems and material technology to
resolve. The fact that issues such as temperature management lingered into the buildings first years suggests the Thompson
Center represented a learning period for Jahn, but its success as a public interior is a testament to its lasting significance.
The period from 1979 to 1985, when the Thompson Center opened, would be an important one for Jahn’s career. In 1983, with
Murphy long retired, Jahn bought out interest from Murphy’s two sons and named the firm Murphy/Jahn. It was also a period of
growth for Jahn’s ‘personal brand’, culminating in his appearance on the cover of GQ in October 1985. Important commissions
during this period included the United Airlines Terminal at Chicago’s O’Hare Airport. 46
Following the completion of the Thompson Center in 1985 Jahn’s practice quickly internationalized with projects including the
Masseter Frankfurt, completed in 1991, Munich Airport Center, completed 1999, and Sony Center, completed 2000. With the
completion of the Sony Center, Jahn established an international reputation for design that was both stylish and substantive,
with a focus on technology, materials, and environment.
Blasius, Elizabeth “Restore--don’t demolish--the Thompson Center as a symbol of
activism.” Chicago Tribune, 26 June 2019.
43
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Increasingly, Jahn’s work focused on these themes. “In the mid 1990s the emphasis on aesthetics gave way to an increasing focus
on building’s performance” wrote Jahn in a 2013 reflection, going on to use the phrase “archi-neering” to describe “the intense
collaboration between architects and engineers in a push to integrate the formal, functional, technical, and environmental issues”
in architectural design. 47 Indeed, Jahn’s later work, such as the Suvarnabhumi Airport in Bangkok, Thailand, begun in 1995 and
finished in 2006, feature environmental optimization as a primary design goal and expression.
Helmut Jahn completed his graduate studies in architecture at IIT in 1967. He received an honorary degree of Doctor of Fine
Arts from Saint Mary’s College, Notre Dame, in 1980; and an Honorary Doctorate from IIT in 2006. Jahn has taught architecture
as a visiting professor at the University of Illinois, Harvard University, Yale University, IIT, and TUM Munich. He was made a
fellow of the American Institute of Architects in 1987 and received a Bundesverdienstkreuz Erster Klasse (Order of Merit of the
Federal Republic of Germany) in 1994. In 2012 he changed the name of Murphy/Jahn, the firm he inherited from Charles
Murphy, to JAHN.
On May 8 th , 2021, Helmut Jahn was killed when two vehicles struck the bicycle he was riding in Compton Hills, Illinois.
P ostmodernism and American Architecture
Postmodern architecture is a style of design that was popularized starting in the late-1960s through the mid-1990s, beginning in
the United States, and later on adopted in Europe, Japan, and elsewhere. Characterized as being both a critique of and reaction to
the austere principles of modernism and by an affirmation of history, context, and tradition, postmodern architecture was
popular and widespread from monumental office towers to suburban shopping centers. Postmodern architects sought to make
architecture more responsive to the complexity and contradiction of life in an increasingly globalized and media-saturated
world, often by including references to historical architectural forms and ornament and integrating them with new technologies
and uses for buildings.
Modernism arose in Europe and the United States beginning in the 1890s in opposition to classicism and the concentration of
wealth and power that it represented by embracing new materials, technology, and social movements that arose in the wake of
the industrial revolution. A movement that spanned western culture, Modernism had a transformative effect on politics, on
industry, and on every creative discipline, including literature and poetry, painting and sculpture, theater and music. Modernism
impacted design at all scales, from product design and manufacturing, to urban design and planning. 48
The development of modern architecture was equally fueled by rhetoric of populism and functionalism; and by the myth of the
architect as a genius formgiver. Increasingly faster construction and reduced costs sped modernism’s move from the periphery to
the mainstream in the United States after World War II, when European architects uprooted by the war took up work in the
country. As a style, modernism would go on to become widely adopted and implemented by diverse governmental, educational
and corporate institutions.
Modernism is so deeply entwined with Chicago’s history of innovation and expansion that two significant periods of Modern
Architecture are known as the First and Second Chicago Schools of Architecture. The First Chicago School was concerned with
the practical and aesthetic opportunities afforded by new technologies such as steel frame construction and the passenger
elevator. 49 These innovations allowed for taller buildings freed from reliance on their walls for structural support. Chicago
architect William Lebaron Jenny is credited with the design of the first steel frame building, in Chicago, The Home Insurance
Building, (completed 1885, enlarged 1891, demolished 1931). Jenny’s protege, architect Louis Sullivan, would go on to be called
Jahn, Helmut. “The Future is Never Wrong” in Helmut Jahn Process Progress, Basel,
Birkhauser, 2013.
48
Girardo, Diane. Architecture After Modernism. Singapore. Thames & Hudson, 1996.
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“the father of modernism” for his widespread influence on the First Chicago School.50 After completing the Guaranty Building in
Buffalo (1896), Sullivan published the essay “The Tall Office Building Artistically Considered” (1896), in which he coined the
phrase “form ever follows function,” and proposed a tripartite aesthetic order for the skyscraper which differentiated the
entrance at street level and accompanying second story; the repeating floors of office “cells” above; and the building’s top floor
where mechanical equipment was housed. 51 Examples of buildings of the First Chicago School include the Rookery Building,
(Burnham & Root, 1886); the Auditorium Building (Adler & Sullivan 1889) and the Reliance Building, (Burnham and Root,
1890-1895).
The First Chicago School would influence Frank Lloyd Wright and the American Prairie School, as well as modern skyscraper
design in Chicago, New York, and around the world. In Chicago specifically Modernism developed in the 1920s through the
work of architects such as Graham, Anderson, Probst & White, who adapted the Chicago School to address new scales of civic
monumentality with neoclassical and art-deco motifs in major works like the riverfront Main Post Office (1921) and the
Merchandise Mart (1930), which at the time it opened had more floor area than any building in the world.
After World War II, significant European architects who had fled to Chicago, including Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe, developed
what would be known as the Second Chicago School of Architecture. 52 Established first by Mies and later supported by others,
including many of his students at the Armour Institute (later renamed Illinois Institute of Technology, or IIT) where he was
Head of the School of Architecture, the Second Chicago School was defined by clean geometric forms in glass and steel stripped
of ornament. Where Sullivan taught that “form ever follows function” Mies believed the Second Chicago School was a “universal
space” capable of supporting any program and serving any population with the same design elements. 53 He demonstrated this in
his designs for the 880-860 Lakeshore Drive apartments (1951); a showcase new campus at IIT, (constructed from the 1940s
through 1970s).
IIT students would go on to work at and eventually lead some of the city’s largest firms. Increasingly, the Second Chicago
Chicago School became the recognized style for corporate and institutional programs as well as civic space, including The Daley
Center (CF Murphy Associates, 1965), McCormick Place East (C.F. Murphy Associates, 1971); and Mies’s own Chicago Federal
Center Complex (begun in 1960 and completed posthumously in 1974).
The Chicago firm Skidmore Owings & Merrill (SOM) would be especially successful at a model of integrated, international
practice, spreading the Second Chicago School around the globe and helping establish it as a corporate style. Examples of
buildings of the Second Chicago School in Chicago include the Inland Steel Building (SOM, 1957); the John Hancock Center
(SOM, 1969); and the Sears Tower (SOM, 1974). Outside Chicago, influential buildings of the second Chicago School include
Lever House in New York (SOM 1952), One Chase Manhattan Plaza in New York (SOM 1961), and the Toronto-Dominion
Center (Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, 1969).
Like modernism, Postmodernism was a cultural movement that spanned creative and intellectual disciplines in western culture
in the last third of the 20th century. Responding to the orthodox rationality of modernism, postmodern thinkers questioned
grand narratives and ideologies; and critiqued broad, universalist concepts of morality, truth, and reason as subjective and often
the products of specific political, economic, or cultural hierarchies.54

[Chambers Biographical Dictionary. London: Chambers Harrap, 2007. s.v. "Sullivan, Louis
Henry," http://www.credoreference.com/entry/chambbd/sullivan_louis_henry]
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Historian Diane Girardo summarizes the rise of postmodernism in architecture in the introduction to her 1996 book
“Architecture After Modernism” by identifying several critiques of modernism that began to arise in the 1960s as important
precursors of postmodernism, including books by Jane Jacobs and Robert Venturi. 55 In her 1961 book, “The Death and Life of
Great American Cities,” architectural critic Jane Jacobs took aim at the planning ideas of Le Corbusier and others as anti-urban
and called for a return to design that valued the “life of the street.” 56 Architect Robert Venturi would also offer a critique of socalled “orthodox modern architecture” in his 1966 book, “Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture.” Preferring “messy
vitality over obvious unity,” he saw modern architecture as exclusive, and ultimately unreflective, of the complexity of everyday
life, writing that an “architecture of complexity…must embody the difficult unity of inclusion rather than the easy unity of
exclusion.” 57
Later, Venturi would continue to explore these ideas along with his partner Denise Scott-Brown and colleague Steven Izenour.
In “Learning from Las Vegas: The Forgotten Symbolism of Architectural Form,” Scott-Brown, Izenour, and Venturi stressed the
importance of vernacular or popular styles and traditions of building to post-modern architecture. They also focus on the use of
longer historical precedence; the importance of signs over forms; and contradictions between inside and outside. Offering an
explanation of the complex nature of an architectural narrative, they write that “we look backward at history and tradition to go
forward; we can also look downward to look upward.” Scott-Brown and Venturi were referring to their study, with students at
Yale University, of the Las Vegas strip, and forms of “commonplace” design overlooked by modernism and cast aside by the
architectural elite; “[Modern] architects have preferred to change the existing environment rather than enhance what is there.” 58
Cultural theorist Charles Jencks sought to define the emerging style in his 1977 book, “The Language of Postmodern
Architecture,” citing examples of both writing and built works. Tracing uses of the term “postmodern” in the context of
architecture from as early as 1949, Jencks cites both academic and popular sources, such Nicholas Pevsner’s 1967 “Architecture in
our Time: The Anti-Pioneers”; and periodicals such as Newsweek and the New York Times throughout the 1970s.
Jencks defines Postmodern buildings as speaking on “at least two levels,” both to the professional and cultural elite and to the
general population which cares about comfort and tradition. This “dual-coding” allows postmodern buildings to break from the
elitism of modern architecture by extending its language “into the vernacular, towards tradition and the commercial slang of the
street.” Whereas modernism was “exclusivist,” Jencks finds postmodern architecture extolling the virtues of the “inclusive,” even,
where appropriate, of modernism. 59

P ostmodernism in Chicago
Major buildings were designed in the postmodern style in American cities beginning in the 1970s. Piazza d’Italia in New Orleans
(Charles Moore, 1978) was a playful post-modern public space; The Portland Building in Portland, Oregon (Michael Graves,
1982) was an early example of a postmodern civic building; and 550 Madison Avenue (Philip Johnson 1984) in New York was a
prominent corporate headquarters for the Sony Corporation.
Postmodernism had a special importance in Chicago as architects there were establishing a ‘Third School’ in a city that had
historically embraced modernism and been an environment of technological and aesthetic experimentation. Postmodern
architecture in Chicago had a modernist ‘genius formgiver’ to refute, in the person of Mies van der Rohe. Though he died in
1969, Mies’s legacy remained powerful through the work of his students. Stanley Tigerman’s polemic collage of Mies’s Crown
Hall Building at IIT sinking into Lake Michigan, titled “Titanic” (1978), was a watershed moment in the development of an
Girardo, Diane. Architecture After Modernism. Singapore. Thames & Hudson, 1996.
Jacobs, Jane. The Death and Life of Great American Cities. New York, Random House, 1961.
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58
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independent postmodern architectural discourse in the city. Chicago also had numerous international business Goliaths,
including SOM, C.F. Murphy Associates, and others, to which postmodern architects could play David. Overall, Chicago
provided a landscape in which postmodern architecture could be explored by both breaking with and connecting to the legacies
of modernism directly.
Early works by Stanley Tigerman and Margaret McCurry created a backdrop for postmodernism in Chicago. Playful and witty,
Tigerman & McCurry rejected the “universal space” of the Second Chicago School, believing instead that individual buildings
should respond to the needs of their clients and express their separate and individual character. Where both the First and Second
Chicago Schools sought to turn architectural technology into an aesthetic system, Tigerman & McCurry experimented with
decoupling structure and aesthetics, treating the facade of the building as a truly free pallete. Examples of this work include the
Illinois Regional Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped (1978), and the Anti-Cruelty Society (1982), with a facade
designed to mimic the face of a Basset Hound.
The Second Chicago School had come to dominate the international market for corporate architecture through the work of large
Chicago firms including SOM. By the late 1970s, however, architects there were beginning to explore flexibility within
modernism's aesthetic orthodoxy, resulting in early postmodern skyscrapers such as Three First National Plaza (1981), which
incorporated an interior atrium, granite-clad columns, and an asymmetrical stepped form. 333 Wacker Drive (Kohn, Pederson,
Fox, 1983) and the Crain Communications Building (A. Epstein and Sons, 1984) further proved that postmodernism worked
when supersized by reinterpreting Sullivan’s tripartite aesthetic guidelines for skyscrapers. At 333 Wacker Drive, this meant a
new “contextualism” addressing the human scale at street level, the adjacent river bend at the scale of the building shaft in
curving green glass, and the civic scale in its crown. The Crain Communications Building also employed a tripartite organization
with a street level plaza at the corner of Randolph Street and Michigan Avenue, but radically disrupted skyscraper aesthetics
with bold, horizontal, black and white stripes that refute, rather than reinforce, the building’s height, and a severe, diagonally
sloped crown. Murphy/Jahn’s own Chicago Board of Trade Addition (1983) reinterpreted the Art Deco Board of Trade Building
in contemporary colors and materials, substituting store for reflective glass.
The James R. Thompson Center is an exceptional example of postmodernism in Chicago and stands apart from these precedents
in program, ambition, and influence. Representing the height of local achievements of the style, the influence and significance of
the James R. Thompson Center is evident in subsequent buildings in Chicago and elsewhere.
For Jahn, the Thompson Center was explicitly an opportunity to explore postmodern principles deeply throughout a building. In
his 2014 oral history recorded at the Art Institute of Chicago, Jahn reflected that postmodernism at the time “[didn’t] look at
architecture as a total picture of what is necessary to do construction. It only dealt with the surface. It was very thin and it was
very two-dimensional.” 60 A public building for state administration and services the Thompson Center brings postmodern
aesthetics to the relationship between the citizen and the state in a way no building in Chicago had since Mies van der Rohe’s
Federal Center Complex a decade earlier.
Where the Federal Center Complex set separate buildings with different programs—an office tower, courthouse, and post
office—asymmetrically in open plazas, the Thompson Center organized multiple programs in a single building around a circular
interior atrium. Where the Federal Center sought to separate a government precinct from the life of the surrounding city by
eliminating street level retail, the Thompson Center included multilevel shopping arcades and a major transit station both inside
and out, weaving the life of the street into the building. Where the Federal Center employed a starkly minimalist aesthetic to
create a supposedly “universal space,” The Thompson Center used historically and culturally referential forms, patterns, and
colors to identify the building with specific functions, places, and ideals.

Oral history of Helmut Jahn, interviewed by Donna Robertson and Hamza Walker,
compiled under the auspices of the Ryerson and Burnham Libraries. Recorded
08/27/2003
60
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While the design of the Thompson Center was refuting the principles of the Federal Center, it was also responding to the history
of modernism and Chicago in complex ways. It’s interior atrium referred to that in Burnham & Root’s Rookery Building
(Completed 1888, lobby renovated by Frank Lloyd Wright in 1905), with its exposed-frame skylight, multiple entrances off the
street, two levels of arcade-style retail space, and exuberant use of materials. Jahn also nodded to the first Chicago School in his
adaptation of Sullivan’s tripartite organization for a tall building, including on the Thompson Center a two-level colonnade at
the base, a repetitive middle section or shaft, and an expressive crown. There were even references to Chicago’s art-deco
modernism in the stepped-back form of the building on its south and east facades and the vertical stripping on its glass facade.
Finally, the Thompson Center embodied Chicago’s history of experimentation; in structure, this meant employing an unusual
solution to hang certain elements such as convenience stairs in the atrium rather than support them from below In building
systems this meant an innovative cooling system for the large interior volume of the building that was intended to save energy.
After the opening of the Thompson Center, postmodernism would gain popularity as a style for corporate, retail, institutional,
and residential design. Notably, there would not be another major civic commission in the style of the Second Chicago School in
the city. Hammond, Beeby & Babka’s Harold Washington Library Center (1990) would be the next major civic project in the
city, and it was designed in the postmodern style. Occupying a full-block site, the Washington Library included significant
public interior spaces and sequences and used classical forms and details to reference specific ideals and communicate its
function. Drawing heavily from the First Chicago School, the Washington Library was aesthetically distinct from the Thompson
Center’s unabashed futurism; but the spell of the Second Chicago School had been broken. Jahn’s own United Airlines Terminal
at O’Hare Airport (1988) continued to explore the postmodern design approach he developed in the Thompson Center. Ross
Barney & Jankowski’s Cesar Chavez Multicultural Academy (1989) and Bertrand Goldberg’s campus for Wilbur Wright College
(1992) relied on bold geometric shapes, colors, and patterns to establish building character. A new building for the Museum of
Contemporary Art (Josef Paul Kleihues, 1996) featured classical proportions and elements including a monumental stair
alongside references to the work of Sullivan and Mies.
In Jahn’s own work, The Thompson Center was specifically influential on the design for the Sony Center in Berlin (2000) a
multi-use complex including a public plaza built as part of the redevelopment of Potsdamer Platz. True to Jahn’s intentions, the
design of the Thompson Center marked a shift in his work from stylish ‘skins’ to increasingly sophisticated uses of technology
and materials to manage interior human comfort, energy consumption, and other aspects of the building environment. These
themes would characterize Jahn’s work on corporate and institutional buildings worldwide and would become increasingly
relevant as the profession of architecture became more concerned with environmental efficiency, density, and access.
In a city that was the cradle of modernism in America for 100 years, The James R. Thompson Center prominently demonstrated
that postmodernism was more than just a new ‘look’ for architecture, but an evolution in keeping with its times. Proving the
capacity of postmodernism to tackle large and complex buildings and environments holistically, The Thompson Center redefined
expectations for civic architecture and urbanism.

P roposed sale of the Thompson Center site
The future of the James R. Thompson Center remains uncertain as the state continues its effort to market and sell the building to
a private interest for eventual redevelopment. Years of deferred maintenance combined with Illinois’ continued budget
shortfalls, compounded by ballooning pension obligations to retired state employees, has been the primary reasoning for state
leaders and lawmakers to offload the building from public ownership and control.
The idea to sell the building and site date back to the administration of then-Governor Rod Blagojevich, who in 2003 had floated
the sale of the publicly-owned complex as a way to help shore up the state’s budget shortfall during his annual budget
announcement that April. 61 At the time, the governor suggested that such a sale could net upwards of $250 million for the state.
Pearson, Rick and Ray Long. “Blagojevich offers budget, has options in back pocket,”
Chicago Tribune, 10 April 2003.
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The theme of a Thompson Center sale returned more than a decade later with new momentum when Governor Bruce Rauner
sought a new appraisal of the property in 2015. In March of that year, the Illinois Department of Central Management Services
issued a request for information from outfits experienced in the appraisal and sale of high-rise buildings, specifically ones with
commercial leases, who would be able to “establish fair market value (FMV) of the surplus real property.”62 The document
clearly expresses that the intent of the appraisal was to “facilitate the potential sale of the property.”
On October 13, 2015, Governor Rauner formally announced intentions to list the Thompson Center site for sale. Standing at the
center of the building’s lower level atrium floor, Rauner described the building as “ineffective” and “noisy” and said that such a
sale would allow the state to avoid upwards of $100 million in deferred maintenance costs and needed repairs.63
When asked for a comment by local reporters, Helmut Jahn responded to the governor’s announcement with a written statement
which suggested that the blame was solely on the state’s shoulders. “The original vision of Governor Jim Thompson and the
architect Helmut Jahn to make the building a symbol for the openness and transparency of the state government, an active urban
center in the city, and a lively urban and public place has not been upheld by the administrations that followed,” Jahn wrote in
the statement. 64 “The architectural history is full of examples where such repurposing has brought new life to structures like
this.” Some ideas Jahn suggested were improving the retail accommodations and considering an adaptive reuse that could see the
Thompson Center transformed into a hotel or private residences. He further added that saving the building would allow it to
“become a landmark for the 21st century.”
In January 2017, the state renewed its desire to sell the property, releasing more detailed figures of the prospective sale and
renderings of a conceptual glassy, supertall tower designed by high-rise builders Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture at the
Thompson Center site. 65 According to the Illinois Department of Central Management Services, a sale of the Thompson Center
could net the state nearly $550 million: $220 million from the sale itself while avoiding an updated estimated $326 million in
deferred maintenance costs.
By January 2019, the state had inaugurated a new governor in J.B. Pritzker and the city of Chicago had elected Lori Lightfoot as
the new mayor, leading the press to speculate what would eventually become of the plans for the Thompson Center site. One of
Governor Pritzker’s first orders of business was to fast-track the sale of the building. Within a few weeks of taking office, the
new governor had already signed a bill clearing the path to list the property for sale and outlining the two-year process of doing
so, despite the existing lease on retail and restaurant spaces through the year 2034. By the end of the year, the state had selected a
project manager, Ernst & Young, to oversee the marketing and sale of the building. The state would agree to pay $3.8 million to
the firm for its services. On May 3, 2021, the Illinois Department of Central Management Services issued a Request for Proposals
for the sale of the James R. Thompson Center, with a due date of August 16, 2021.

62
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 22035667 Appraisal Services for James R. Thompson Center
(JRTC), State of Illinois Department of Central Management Services, March 23, 2015.
63
Pearson, Rick, Kim Janssen, and Monique Garcia, “Rauner wants Thompson Center auctioned
off; sale would boost state, experts say,” Chicago Tribune, 13 October 2015.
64
Aruza, Eddie. “Gov. Rauner Puts Thompson Center Up for Sale,” WTTW, 13 October 2015.
65
Ori, Ryan. “Will Thompson Center make way for 115-story tower?” Crain’s Chicago
Business, 19 January 2017.
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1 0 . Geographical Data
Acreage of PropertyF less than one
(Do not include previously listed resource acreage; enter “Less than one” if the acreage is .99 or less)
Latitude/Longitude Coordinates
Datum if other than WGS84:F F
(enter coordinates to 6 decimal places)

1 41.5366 N
Latitude
2

Latitude

87.3754 W

Longitude
Longitude

3
4

Latitude

Longitude

Latitude

Longitude

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.)

The nominated boundary includes the legal boundaries of the site of the James R. Thompson Center, and is
bound by Randolph Street, Lake Street, Clark Street and LaSalle Streets.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected .)

The boundary includes the entirety of the James R. Thompson Center designed by master architect Helmut
Jahn and the public plaza.

1 1 . Form Prepared By
name/title

Elizabeth Blasius, AJ LaTrace, Jonathan Solomon

organization James R. Thompson Center Historical Society
street & number 2548 West Logan Boulevard, BSMT
city or town Chicago

date 03/25/2021
telephone 773-814-7845
email Elizabeth.blasius@gmail.com
state Il
zip code 60647

Additional Documentation
Submit the following items with the completed form:
●

GIS Location Map (Google Earth or BING)

●

Local Location Map

●

Site Plan

●

Floor Plans (As Applicable)

●

Photo Location Map (Include for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources.
this map and insert immediately after the photo log and before the list of figures).

Key all photographs to
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Photographs:
Submit clear and descriptive photographs. The size of each image must be 3000x2000 pixels, at 300 ppi (pixels per inch) or larger. Key all photographs
to the sketch map. Each photograph must be numbered and that number must correspond to the photograph number on the photo log. For simplicity,
the name of the photographer, photo date, etc. may be listed once on the photograph log and doesn’t need to be labeled on every photograph.

Photo Log

James R. Thompson Center

Name of Property:

James R. Thompson Center

City or Vicinity:

Chicago

County:

Cook

Photographer:

Various

Date Photographed:

2020

State:

Illinois

Description of Photograph(s) and number, include description of view indicating direction of camera:

Photo 1 of :
Photo 1: View looking northwest, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)
Photo 2: View northwest towards ‘Monument with Standing Beast’ by Jean Dubuffet, 2020
(Elizabeth Blasius)
Photo 3: Lake Street entrance, view looking west, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)
Photo 4: Loggia, facing northeast, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)
Photo 5: North and east curtain walls, facing southwest, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)
Photo 6: Interior atrium from first floor, 2020 (AJ LaTrace)
Photo 7: View upward within interior atrium from first floor, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)
Photo 8: View towards primary entrance from first floor, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)
Photo 9: View towards atrium from LaSalle Street entrance,2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)
Photo 10: View from second story mezzanine towards primary entrance with lower level/food
court below, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)
Photo 11: View across first floor and lower level/food court, 2020 (Jonathan Solomon)
Photo 12: Typical lower level/food court office space, 2020 (AJ LaTrace)
Photo 13: View towards CTA station interior from lower level/food court, 2020 (AJ
LaTrace)
Photo 14: Lower level auditorium, 2020 (AJ LaTrace)
Photo 15: Escalators to and from lower level/food court, 2020 (AJ LaTrace)
Photo 16: Elevator towers, convenience staircases and “streetlights” within atrium from
second floor mezzanine, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)
Photo 17: Typical second floor conference room, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)
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Photo 18: Convenience staircases and upper floors from fifteenth floor, 2020 (Jonathan
Solomon)
Photo 19: Convenience staircase detail, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)
Photo 20: View of first floor and lower level/food court looking down from upper floors,
2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)
Photo: 21: Typical upper floor off of elevator tower, fifteenth floor, 2020 (Elizabeth
Blasius)
Photo 22: View of open office floor plates below from fifteenth floor, 2020 (Elizabeth
Blasius)
Photo 23: View towards elevator tower from office area, fifteenth floor, 2020 (Elizabeth
Blasius)
Photo 24: Typical office area, fifteenth floor, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)
Photo 25: Typical office area, fifteenth floor, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)
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Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic Places to nominate
properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is required to obtain a
benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.460 et seq.).
Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 100 hours per response including time for reviewing
instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding this burden estimate or any aspect of
this form to the Office of Planning and Performance Management. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 1849 C. Street, NW, Washington, DC.
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List of Figures

(Resize, compact, and paste images of maps and historic documents in this section. Place captions, with figure numbers above each image. Orient
maps so that north is at the top of the page, all document should be inserted with the top toward the top of the page.

Figure 1: East elevation drawing, looking west, circa 1985 (courtesy JAHN)
Figure 2: Plan drawing, circa 1985 (courtesy JAHN)
Figure 3: View west over the plaza with original granite panels, circa 1985 (courtesy
JAHN)
Figure 4: View west over the plaza/loggia with original granite panels, circa 1985
(courtesy JAHN)
Figure 5: View of original LaSalle Street Entrance, circa 1985 (courtesy JAHN)
Figure 6: First floor and food court with original escalator, circa 1985 (courtesy JAHN)
Figure 7: View of building exterior looking west, circa 1985 (Courtesy JAHN)
Figure 8: Site plan showing the relationship of the Thompson Center to adjacent
government buildings, circa 1985 (courtesy JAHN)
Figure 9: Photo Key 1
Figure 10: Photo Key 2
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GIS Map, 2021 (Google Earth)

Figure 1: East elevation drawing, looking west, circa 1985 (courtesy JAHN)

Figure 2: Plan drawing, circa 1985 (courtesy JAHN)

Figure 3: View west over the plaza with original granite panels, circa 1985 (courtesy JAHN)

Figure 4: View west over the plaza/loggia with original granite panels, circa 1985 (courtesy JAHN)

Figure 5: View of original LaSalle Street entrance, circa 1985 (courtesy JAHN)

Figure 6: First floor and food court with original escalator, circa 1985 (courtesy JAHN)

Figure 7: View of building exterior looking west, circa 1985 (Courtesy JAHN)

Figure 8: Site plan showing the relationship of the Thompson Center to adjacent government buildings, circa
1985 (courtesy JAHN)

Figure 9: Photo key 1

Figure 10: Photo key 2

Photo 1: View looking northwest, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)

Photo 2: View northwest towards ‘Monument with Standing Beast’ by Jean DuBuffet, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)

Photo 3: Lake Street entrance, view looking west, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)

Photo 4: Loggia, facing northeast, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)

Photo 5: North and east curtain walls, facing southwest, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)

Photo 6: Interior atrium from first floor, 2020 (AJ LaTrace)

Photo 7: View upward within interior atrium from first floor, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)

Photo 8: View toward primary entrance from first floor, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)

Photo 9: View towards atrium from LaSalle Street entrance, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)

Photo 10: View from second story mezzanine towards primary entrance with lover level/food court below,
2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)

Photo 11: View across first floor and lower level/food court, 2020 (Jonathan Solomon)

Photo 12: Typical lower level/food court office space, 2020 (AJ LaTrace)

Photo 13: View towards CTA station interior from lower level/food court, 2020 (AJ LaTrace)

Photo 14: Lower level auditorium, 2020 (AJ LaTrace)

Photo 15: Escalators to and from lower level/food court, 2020 (AJ LaTrace)

Photo 16: Elevator towers, convenience staircases and “streetlights” within atrium from second floor
mezzanine, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)

Photo 17: Typical second floor conference room, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)

Photo 18: Convenience staircases and upper floors from fifteenth floor, 2020 (Jonathan Solomon)

Photo 19: Convenience staircase detail, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)

Photo 20: View of first floor and lower level/food court looking down from upper floors, 2020 (Elizabeth
Blasius)

Photo 21: Typical upper floor off of elevator tower, fifteenth floor, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)

Photo 22: View of open office floorplates below from fifteenth floor, 2020 (Jonathan Solomon)

Photo 23: View towards elevator tower from office area, fifteenth floor, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)

Photo 24: Typical office area, fifteenth floor, 2020 (Elizabeth Blasius)

Photo 25: Typical office area, fifteenth floor, 2020 (Jonathan Solomon)

